
Assignment – 1  

Chapter-1 (My Family)  
Q1  Tick (✓) the correct option:  

(a)  A single-parent family is becoming _______________ in some parts of our society.  

 (i) common  (ii) very rare  (iii) uncommon   (iv) fashion  

(b) ________________ family has more members:  

 (i) single-parent   (ii) joint  (iii) nuclear  (iv) small 

(c)   A ______________ family is a happy family:  

(i) single  (ii) small   (iii) close-knit  (iv) different  

(d)  _________________ shows relationships among different generation in a family.  

 (i) family network   (ii) family tree   (iii) relatives   (iv) siblings   

Q2 Fill in the blanks:  

 1. There are _________________ types of families nowadays.  

 2. _______________ usually tell bedtime stories to children.  

 3. Some families adopt a __________________.  

 4. Children bear resemblance to their __________________.  

 5. All members of the family _________________ in the household work.  

Q3 Write (T) for the correct statement and a (F) for the incorrect statement: 

 (a) A joint family cannot have uncle and aunts.    [       ] 

(b) The children of your uncle and aunt are your cousins.   [       ] 

(c) Family members look after the needs of the everyone.  [       ] 

(d) Parents must talk to children everyday.    [       ] 

Q4 Answer the following questions:  

(a)  What kind of family do you live in – nuclear, joint or single-parent?  

Ans. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

(b)  How do you spend time with your grandparents?  

Ans. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

  



Q5 Complete the following table:  

  Relation with you    Name of the family member 

 1. uncle     …………………………………… 

 2. Aunt     …………………………………… 

 3. Cousin brother   …………………………………… 

 4. Grandmother    …………………………………… 

Q6 Define the following:  

 (a) Nuclear family  : ___________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 (b) Joint family  : ___________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 (c) Single-parent family : ___________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Q7 What do you call them?  Match the following:  

 1. Father’s sister    sister-in-law 

 2. Mother’s brother    cousin 

 3. Brother’s wife   brother-in-law 

 4. Sister’s husband    aunt 

 5. Uncle’s daughter   uncle 

Q8 Write two sentences that you will use to introduce your family members. 

      

Grandmother  Grandfather         Mother        Father   

1. ________________ 1. ________________ 1._____________ 1. _____________ 

2. ________________ 2. ________________ 2._____________ 2. _____________  

  



Assignment – 2  

Chapter-2 (Same to Same)  
Q1  Tick (✓) the correct option:  

(a)  Family resemblance is found in the ____________ family: 

 (i) different  (ii) two different   (iii) same   (iv) none of the above  

(b)  Identical twins look ______________ 

 (i) similar  (ii) common   (iii) different   (iv) none of the above 

(c)  People who are unable to speak are called.  

 (i) deaf  (ii) dumb   (iii) blind  (iv) all of these 

(d)  Children who do not have parents are called.  

 (i) deaf  (ii) lame  (iii) Siblings   (iv) Orphans   

Q2 Fill in the blanks:  

 1. Two children born at the same time to a mother are called ________________.  

 2. Orphans live in a special home called ________________.  

 3. People who cannot see are called __________________.  

 4. People who are not able to walk are called ___________________.  

 5. _________________ is a special script for the blind people.  

Q3 Write (T) for the correct statement and  (F) for the incorrect statement: 

 (a) India was officially declared polio free on 27
th

 March 2014.  [       ] 

 (b) Siblings look exactly the same.      [       ] 

 (c) Grandmother uses speaker to listen properly.    [       ] 

 (d) A people who cannot speak are called blind    [       ] 

Q4 Answer the following questions:  

(a)  Define heredity.   

Ans. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 (b) How can you help a blind person?  

Ans. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

(c)  How do deaf and dumb people communicate?  

Ans. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Q5 Match the following:  

 1. Braille    look alike  

 2.  Orphanage    raised dots  

 3.  Dumb    special homes  

 4. Identical twins   cannot speak  

  



Assignment – 3 
Chapter – 3 (Plants)  

 

Q1 Match the following: 

 1. Coriander     fruit 

 2. Carrot     leaf 

 3. Pea      stem  

 4. Tomato     seed  

 5. Ginger     root 

Q2 Fill in the blanks:  

 1. Trees have a thick stem called _________________.  

 2. Fruits are tasty and _______________________.  

 3. Food made by plants is stored in ______________, ______________and ____________. 

 4. Plants make their own food and are called _________________.  

Q3. Write  (T) for the correct statement and  (F) for the incorrect statement: 

 (a) Olive oil is not good for the heart.    [     ] 

 (b) Spices add flavour to our food.    [     ] 

 (c) We make cloth from fibres.     [     ] 

 (d) Plants take in oxygen during  photosynthesis  [     ] 

Q4 Circle the odd one out:  

 (a)  Pulses  :   arhar  moong  coriander  urad 

 (b)  Fibre  : Cotton  eucalyptus   jute   silk 

 (c)  Spices  : turmeric  pepper   coffee   chilli 

 (d)  Medicine : palm  neem   tulsi   henna 

 (e)  Cereal  : rice   wheat   coconut  maize 

Q5 Give one word answer for the following:  

 (a) Banyan, Peepal, Neem, Coconut  ____________________.  

 (b) Rice, Wheat, Oats, Maize  ____________________.  

 (c) Carrot, Cauliflower, Beans, Cabbage ____________________. 

 (d) Pepper, Cumin, Clove, turmeric ____________________. 

 



Q6 Answer the following Questions. 

(a)  What do plants need to make their food?  

Ans. ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

(b)  What is the other name of maize?  Name the dish made from maize which is liked a lot by 

children nowadays.  

Ans. ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

(c) Name a ‘few new plants that are available now a days.  

Ans. ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Q7 Complete the crossword puzzle.  Then use the words from the puzzle to label the pictures.  

 1. This plant has a trunk.   2. You use these plants as medicines.  

 3. It goes winding up a tree  4. It has a weak stem but heavy fruit.  

 5. A rose plant is an example of this plant type.  

 

  



Assignment – 4 
Chapter – 4 (Leaves)  

 

Q1 Tick (✓) the correct answer. 

1. Most leaves are green / yellow in colour.  

2. All/Some leaves have a unique smell.  

3.  Peepal/ Neem leaves have medicinal properties.  

4.  Tenduleaves are used to make paan/bidi.  

5.  The mid/side vein has a double pipeline of cells.   

Q2 Give two examples of the following.  

 1. Leaves used to flavour sweets _________________, ________________. 

 2. Leaves with medicinal value _________________, ________________. 

 3. Leaves with a unique smell _________________, ________________. 

 4. Plants with big leaves _________________, ________________. 

 5. Plants with many leaves _________________, ________________. 

Q3 Match the following.  

 1. Chlorophyll    (a) Dona 

 2. Betal leaf    (b) Colour pigment 

 3. Dhak leaf     (c) Cure skin disease 

 4. Manure     (d) Paan 

 5. Neem leaves    (e) Compost  

Q4 True/ False  

 1. Peepal leaves are triangular in shape.     [       ] 

 2. Leaves help to keep the air clean.     [       ] 

 3. Neem leaves are used to serve food.     [       ] 

 4. The leaves of heena plants are used to prepare mehndi. [       ] 

 5. Fresh, green leaves are used to make a compost.   [       ] 

Q5 Guess my name. 

 1. I am green in colour.  I am the flat part of a leaf.  I am __________________________. 

 2. I am the part of a plant and grow under the soil.  I take in water from the soil.  

 I am __________________. 

 3. I am fleshy and tasty to eat.  I also contain seeds.  I am __________________________. 

 4. I am found inside the fruits.  I can grow a new plant.  I am ________________________. 



Q6 Give answer.  

1. Why are most leaves green in colour?  

Ans.  _________________________________________________________________________ 

 _________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Why are leaves called food factories of the plant?  

Ans. _________________________________________________________________________ 

 _________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Complete the following.  

 ________________+  CO2

           

        
oxygen+ ___________________ 

4. What is humus?  

Ans. _________________________________________________________________________ 

 _________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Identify the shapes of leaves :  

      

 

   ______________________________  ______________________________ 

 

      

 
                  ______________________________  ______________________________ 

 


